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Abstract: Bridge detection from Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images has very important 
strategic significance and practical value, but there are still many challenges in end-to-end bridge 
detection. In this paper, a new deep learning-based network is proposed to identify bridges from 
SAR images, namely, multi-resolution attention and balance network (MABN). It mainly includes 
three parts, the attention and balanced feature pyramid (ABFP) network, the region proposal 
network (RPN), and the classification and regression. First, the ABFP network extracts various 
features from SAR images, which integrates the ResNeXt backbone network, balanced feature 
pyramid, and the attention mechanism. Second, extracted features are used by RPN to generate 
candidate boxes of different resolutions and fused. Furthermore, the candidate boxes are combined 
with the features extracted by the ABFP network through the region of interest (ROI) pooling 
strategy. Finally, the detection results of the bridges are produced by the classification and 
regression module. In addition, intersection over union (IOU) balanced sampling and balanced L1 
loss functions are introduced for optimal training of the classification and regression network. In 
the experiment, TerraSAR data with 3-m resolution and Gaofen-3 data with 1-m resolution are used, 
and the results are compared with faster R-CNN and SSD. The proposed network has achieved the 
highest detection precision (P) and average precision (AP) among the three networks, as 0.877 and 
0.896, respectively, with the recall rate (RR) as 0.917. Compared with the other two networks, the 
false alarm targets and missed targets of the proposed network in this paper are greatly reduced, so 
the precision is greatly improved. 

Keywords: deep learning; bridge detection; attention mechanism; feature pyramid; SAR image; 
automatic detection; 
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1. Introduction 

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) system is not affected by the weather and light, which can 
produce images all day and night [1]. This is a tremendous advantage that optical imaging systems 
cannot offer, but its imaging characteristics are more difficult to understand than optical images (e.g., 
the speckle noise in SAR images). Therefore, objects detection and classification turn out to be more 
challenging for SAR images. Meanwhile, with the rapid increase of spaceborne SAR systems [2], 
airborne SAR systems [3], and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) SAR [4] systems, the number of 
high-resolution SAR images is also growing and becoming more popular, which has brought more 
opportunities for the widespread application of SAR imaging. 

As a key part of urban infrastructures, bridges over water (all bridges to be detected in this article 
are bridges over water, referred to as bridges) are a significant category of transportation facilities 
and one of the pivotal hubs of transportation. More importantly, bridges present special 
characteristics different from other objects in SAR images. Therefore, automatic detection of bridges 
has always been an important research topic in the field of SAR image object recognition, and has 
great significance for the application in multiple fields (e.g., military and civil engineering fields), and 
has been a research hotspot for decades [5]. If bridges can be detected automatically and accurately 
from large-scale high-resolution SAR images, it will benefit various civilian and military fields (e.g., 
natural disaster situation assessment based on SAR images and selection of disaster relief paths [6], 
weapon terminal guidance based on computer vision and target recognition [7]). 

To accomplish this aim, a new deep learning network is proposed, namely, multi-resolution 
attention and balance network (MABN), which is based on the faster R-CNN [8] structure. First, we 
develop attention and balanced feature pyramid (ABFP) network to sufficiently extract the features 
of SAR images. In ABFP, the ResNeXt [9] network is used to produce the feature maps at different 
scales. Then, balanced feature pyramid [10] and attention mechanism [11] are incurred to further 
extract the essential features. Second, the region proposal network (RPN) is employed to generate 
candidate boxes of the targets. Finally, the component of classification and regression is used to 
accomplish the bridge detection, in which IoU balanced sampling and balanced L1 loss function are 
employed. 

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 introduces the state-of-the-art of the deep 
learning on objects detection and the development of the bridge detection from SAR images. The 
proposed bridges detection network is introduced in detail in Section 3, in which, the most important 
part is the proposed ABFP network. In Section 4, the specific experiments result and analysis of bridge 
detection are given. Section 5 illustrates the following research. In section 6, the conclusion is given. 

2. State-of-the-Art 

With the emergence of more and higher resolution SAR images, SAR images have been more 
widely used in targets detection. As an important part of the transportation system, bridges play a 
significant role in people’s lives, disaster relief and national strategies. In recent years, the bridge 
detection from SAR images has become a research hotspot. Hou et al. [12] proposed an automatic 
segmentation and recognition algorithm for bridges from high-resolution SAR images, which 
combined wavelet analysis and image processing. First, wavelet transform was used to pre-filter and 
denoise the image, and then the improved OSTU threshold method was utilized to detect the edge 
of the river contour. Finally, the global search algorithm and the rectangular area intermediate axis 
search algorithm were employed to locate and identify the bridge. Zhang et al. [13] segmented the 
river by gray threshold and edge detection, utilized wavelet transform to extract linear features of 
the river, and finally combined the pixel and width information to perform bridge detection. Wang 
et al. [14] proposed a porosity-based method combined with Canny edge detection to extract water 
bodies, and detected bridges by considering the universality and geometric characteristics of bridges 
and water bodies. Sun et al. [15] and Bai et al.[16] adopted similar methods to the above (through 
edge detectors) to solve the problem of image segmentation, and then the bridge detection from SAR 
images was achieved. Song et al.[17], Chen et al. [18], Chang et al. [19], and Wang et al. [20] all used 
Constant False-Alarm Rate (CFAR) algorithm for bridges detection. Huang et al. [21] first extracted 
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the primal sketch features of the image, and then defined the membership function based on the 
bridge’s geometric information and scene semantic information to calculate and identify bridges. Wu 
et al. [22] proposed a novel object detection framework, namely, optical remote sensing imagery 
detector (ORSIm detector), which integrated spatial-frequency channel feature (SFCF), fast image 
pyramid estimation, and ensemble classifier learning. It achieved better detection accuracy with 
enhanced reliability. Though it was used in optical remote sensing images, we can also learn much 
from which and apply them to SAR images. 

The above algorithms of bridge extraction all rely on traditional image processing techniques. 
There are some common problems, such as low robustness or low degree of automation for bridge 
detection under the complex background of large-scale SAR images, and they cannot achieve 
high-precision and fail to provide end-to-end detection. Since deep learning was proposed in 2006 
[23], it has been widely used in the field of target detection, providing an appealing solution for the 
intelligent detection of bridges from SAR images. 

The target detection algorithms based on deep learning can be mainly divided into two 
categories, namely the two-stage method and one-stage method. The two-stage method divides the 
whole detecting process into two stages. First, candidate boxes are extracted in advance according to 
the position of the target in the image, and then classification and regression are performed to 
generate the detection results. The typical algorithms mainly include R-CNN [10], fast R-CNN [24], 
faster R-CNN [25], and mask R-CNN [26]. R-CNN used the selective search algorithm to generate 
about 2000 candidate boxes in the image, and then utilized convolutional neural networks (CNN) to 
extract fixed-length feature vectors for each candidate box, and finally used support vector machine 
(SVM) for target classification and regression. Fast R-CNN added region of interest (ROI) pooling on 
the basis of R-CNN, which could convert the inputted feature map with any size into a feature 
representation with a specific size, and uniformly learn classification loss and border regression loss. 
Faster R-CNN proposed region proposal network (RPN) instead of the selective search algorithm to 
generate candidate boxes, which greatly improved the detection speed. Mask R-CNN proposed 
ROIAlign layer instead of ROI pooling in faster R-CNN. While the target detection algorithms of 
one-stage mainly include single shot multi-box detector (SSD) and you only look once (YOLO) series 
algorithms. YOLO [16] divided the image into S × S grids, and directly calculated the probability of 
category, bounding box, and confidence of the target whose center falls within each grid, and its 
detection speed is much faster. SSD [27] introduced the prior box selection mechanism and Feature 
Pyramid Network (FPN) on the basis of YOLO, which improved the multi-resolution target detection 
capability of the network. YOLO v2 [28] and YOLO v3 [29] improved the original feature extraction 
network of YOLO, and proposed Darknet-19 and Darknet-53, respectively, to make it more accurate. 

Based on these excellent target detection networks, we can study bridges detection algorithms 
suitable for SAR images. For example, Peng et al. [30] proposed a double-level parallelized firing 
pulse coupled neural networks (DLPFPCNN) for the segmentation of water bodies and bridges from 
SAR images, which combined bridge linear characteristics and prior knowledge to identify bridge 
targets. Currently, the accuracy and degree of automation of bridges detection from SAR images are 
still not very high. Although the current research on bridge detection using deep learning is still in 
its initial stage, this is a very promising direction, and it is hopeful to accomplish high-precision, fast 
and end-to-end detection. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Faster R-CNN 

Faster R-CNN has been presented to solve the problem that fast R-CNN framework spends most 
of its time on the Selective Search extraction box instead of classification. In faster R-CNN, it replaces 
the search selective algorithm of the fast R-CNN network with RPN, saving plenty of time. Moreover, 
RPN, classification and regression share the same feature extraction network, which improves the 
speed of the model. The overall architecture of faster R-CNN is shown as Figure 1. The dataset is first 
inputted into the CNN to extract feature maps, and then proposed regions are obtained through RPN. 
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Moreover, the proposed regions and the previously obtained feature maps are used to classify and 
regress the targets to generate precise positions of each type of targets. 

 
Figure 1. Faster R-CNN architecture. 

In the RPN, after the feature map is extracted by the convolutional layer, the RPN will slide an 
n × n window on the feature map (default n = 3) and generate k region proposals according to a certain 
ratio and aspect ratio at each window position. By default, there are three ratios and three aspect 
ratios, so nine region proposals are generated. Then it goes through two 1 × 1 convolution layers, one 
layer is used for classifications, determining whether each region proposal contains the target to be 
detected, and outputs 2 × k scores. The other layer is used for proposals regression, and outputs 4 × 
k coordinates correspond to k region proposals. 

3.2. The Framework Architecture 

The architecture of the proposed framework is shown in Figure 2, namely multi-resolution 
attention and balance network (MABN), which is based on the framework of faster R-CNN. In this 
paper, we use the proposed attention and balanced feature pyramid (ABFP) network to generate 
feature maps instead of CNN in faster R-CNN. In which, the balanced feature pyramid (BFP) [10] 
and the attention mechanism [11] are incurred to further extract the essential features. Because the 
BFP can aggregate low-level and high-level features better simultaneously. While the attention 
mechanism can focus more on the useful information of the target and suppress the useless 
information. Therefore, we introduce them to achieve bridges detection with high precision. 

MABN mainly contains three parts, namely, ABFP network, RPN, and classification and 
regression. First, the produced bridge dataset is inputted to the backbone network—ResNeXt [9], 
which mainly consists of four residual blocks, namely, ResNeXt_1, ResNeXt_2, ResNeXt_3, and 
ResNeXt_4. The feature map generated by each convolution module is then input to features fusion 
(FF) module to achieve features fusion from different resolutions. Thus, we obtain feature maps at 4 
scales, P1, P2, P3, and P4. To obtain more advanced features, we use maximum pooling on P4 to 
produce the feature map P5. Then, these feature maps are transformed to the scale of P3 by ‘Resize’ 
operation and fused together. After that, the fused feature map is weighted by the attention 
mechanism and enhanced by the Gaussian non-local module (GNLM) [31]to produce the feature map 
Q3. To utilize the features with different resolutions while generating the candidate boxes, the feature 
maps of the same scale as P1 to P5 are obtained by up-sampling and down-sampling respectively on 
Q3, then we get Q1, Q2, Q4, and Q5. Moreover, the feature maps of corresponding scales (P1–P5) are 
added to the feature maps Q1–Q5, and then they are inputted to the RPN to extract the candidate 
boxes of the targets. 

In the RPN module, For the feature map at each scale, predicted bounding boxes are generated. 
Then, a fixed-length feature vector is obtained through ROI Pooling, and input into the fully 
connected layer. Finally, classification and regression are performed to obtain detected results of the 
objects. During the training of classification and regression module, IOU balanced sampling and 
balanced L1 loss function are introduced to better utilize the hard samples and control simple 
samples. 
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Figure 2. The proposed framework of bridge detection. (‘US’ denotes Up-Sampling and ‘DS’ 
represents Down-sampling). 

3.3. ABFP Network 

The proposed ABFP network mainly employs ideas of the balanced feature pyramid and the 
attention mechanism. The balanced feature pyramid can sufficiently utilize the features of different 
resolutions, and the attention mechanism can adequately make use of the features by weighting the 
features according to their importance for targets detection. 

3.3.1. ResNeXt 

ResNeXt [9] is the latest upgrade of the ResNet [32], and its basic structure has changed a lot. In 
Figure 3a and 3b, basic structures of the two networks (ResNet and ResNeXt) are given. It can be 
found that in ResNeXt, the basic structure has become the same branch of the 32-channel topology. 
For further simplification, it has a structure similar to Inception if concatenating the outputted 1 × 1 
convolutions together, and then combining the inputted 1 × 1 convolutions to get the result shown in 
Figure 3c, which uses grouped convolutions. The group parameter is used to limit the convolution 
kernel of this layer and the convolution of the input channels, which can reduce the amount of 
calculation. Here, 32 groups are used, and the input and output channels of each group are 4, and the 
channels are finally merged. Figure 3c is more concise and faster, so this structure is generally used. 
The core innovation of ResNeXt is to replace the three-layer convolutional blocks of the original 
ResNet with a parallel stack of blocks of the same topology, which greatly improves the accuracy of 
the model without significantly increasing the magnitude of the parameters. Hyperparameters are 
also reduced to facilitate model migration. 

 
Figure 3. The basic structures of ResNet and ResNeXt. (a) the basic structure of ResNet. (b) the basic 

structure of ResNeXt. (c) the grouped convolution structure of ResNeXt 

Figure 4 indicates the Feature Fusion (FF) module. First, it convolves the features generated by 
ResNeXt block of the same resolution channel, which is added with the features from lower 
resolution channel. Then, the sum is used by two aspects. On one hand, it is up-sampled (US) to a 
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higher resolution channel. On the other hand, it is convolved to output the features. For the highest 
resolution channel, there is no up-sampling operation. 

 
Figure 4. The structure of FF. 

3.3.2. Balanced Feature Pyramid 

High-level features extracted through convolutional neural networks pay more attention to 
semantic information, while low-level features more reflect detailed information. The feature 
pyramid network (FPN) [33] improves the target detection performance by integrating the features 
of different layers through horizontal connections, which integrates the information of adjacent 
resolutions. If the integrated features contain information of all resolutions, it is more conducive to 
target detection. The balanced feature pyramid network (BFPN) [10] is used to enhance the original 
features by integrating the balanced features obtained from all resolutions with the same information, 
thus, the extracted features are more discriminative. 

First, all feature layers of different resolutions are scaled to the same resolution, and then a 
simple weighted average is performed to produce a balanced feature layer (shown in Figure 2). 

𝐶 =
1

𝐿
𝐶  (1) 

where 𝐿 is the number of the layer. 
Finally, the obtained features are rescaled to different resolutions to enhance the original 

features, so that each resolution has the same information obtained from other resolutions. Then the 
original features of different resolutions are added to the corresponding final features. Finally, the 
feature balance is achieved. 

3.3.3. The Introduction of the Attention Mechanism 

 Attention mechanism 
When the human brain is active, it will automatically focus on the areas of interest and ignore 

the areas that are not of interest. This is an embodiment of the human brain’s attention mechanism. 
The attention mechanism in deep learning is essentially similar to the attention mechanism of the 
human brain, and the purpose is to obtain information that is more effective for the current task 
among considerable information. At present, the attention mechanism is widely used in the field of 
image segmentation and object detection. 

In this paper, the squeeze and-excitation (SE) [11] block is used to model the interdependent 
relationship between image channels. Each feature channel has a degree of importance, and a weight 
is automatically obtained through learning. This weight is used to enhance useful features and 
suppress those useless features. The importance of feature channels and the corresponding weights 
obtained are the embodiment of the attention mechanism. The basic structure of SE block is shown 
in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. The sketch map of attention mechanism. 

As shown in Figure 5, X is input into the main branch of the SE block, and a convolution 
operation is performed to generate a feature map with the size of W × H and the channel number of 
C. Then, the global average pooling (GAP) is used to accomplish the “squeezing” process. The 
number of feature channels does not change, and a feature map with the size of 1 × 1 × C is generated. 
Currently, the feature map has a global receptive field. 

𝑋 = 𝐹 (𝐴 ) =
1

𝑊 × 𝐻
𝛼𝑖𝑗

𝑊

𝑗=1

𝐻

𝑖=1

 (2)

where 𝐴  and 𝑋  denote the feature maps before and after pooling, and 𝛼  stands for any pixel in 
𝐴 . 

A “bottleneck” structure is formed by two fully connected (FC) layers to fit the correlation 
between feature channels. After performing two FC transformations on the feature map with the size 
of 1 × 1 × C, a weight vector with the dimension of C is obtained, and then the vector is normalized 
to 0 to 1 by the Sigmoid activation function sig. 

𝑍 = 𝐹 (𝑋 ) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔(𝛿(𝑋 )) (3)

where 𝑍  represents the obtained weight vector, and 𝛿 denotes the “bottleneck” structure. 
Then, the obtained weight vector is weighted to the original feature channel by the scale 

operation. 

𝑋 = 𝐹 (𝑍 , 𝐴 ) = 𝑍 ∙ 𝐴  (4)

The importance of each feature channel in the feature map is calculated by the SE block, and a 
weight vector is obtained, which is then weighted to the original feature map. This stimulates 
effective features, suppresses redundant features, and implements a feature recalibration process. 
 The introduction strategy 

In order to make the acquired features more discriminative and improve the accuracy of the 
model, this paper skillfully combines the attention mechanism with the balanced feature pyramid. 
The specific structure is shown in Figure 6. For the feature maps at 5 scales (P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5) 
generated by the ResNeXt network and the balanced feature pyramid, resize the feature maps of the 
other 4 scales to the P3 scale and integrate them to obtain a unified scale feature map with different 
resolution features. Furthermore, the attention mechanism is applied to the feature map to obtain 
weights, and the rescaling of the feature map is achieved to generate a new feature map Q3. 
Moreover, Gaussian non-local modules (GNLM) [1] are used to enhance the features, and then 
up-sampling and down-sampling operations are used to obtain feature maps Q1 to Q5 on the same 
scale as P1 to P5. After that, for fully utilizing the features, the feature maps of the corresponding 
scales of P1–P5 and Q1–Q5 are added and input to the next network structure for further processing. 
The features of the feature map obtained after weighting and multiple enhancements are more 
obvious and more representative, and the detection effect of the model will be better. 
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Figure 6. The introduction strategy of attention mechanism. 

3.4. Region Proposal Network 

Region proposal network (RPN) can be understood as a kind of full convolutional network, 
which can perform end-to-end training with the purpose of giving candidate boxes. RPN slides an n 
× n window (n = 3 by default) on the feature map, and generates k anchors at a certain ratio and aspect 
ratio at each window position. The default is three ratios and three aspect ratios. Thus, nine anchors 
are generated. After that, it goes through two convolutional layers (each is 1 × 1 convolution). One 
layer is used for classifications of two types. It determines the probability of each anchor as the target 
to be detected, and outputs 2 × k scores. Another layer is used for anchor regression, and 4 × k 
coordinates correspond to k anchors are outputted. If the size of the feature map is W × H, then W × 
H × k anchors are generated. 

Due to the large number of anchors, RPN will select some positive samples and negative samples 
for training. If the IOU value of the anchor box and the ground-truth box is the largest or greater than 
0.7, it is a positive sample; if the IOU value is less than 0.3, it is a negative sample; if it is neither 
positive nor negative sample, it will not be involved in training. The loss function defined during 
training is as follows, which can be used to optimize the classification and regression of prediction 
bounding boxes. 

𝐿({𝑝 }, {𝑡 }) =
1

𝑁𝑐𝑙𝑠
𝐿𝑐𝑙𝑠(𝑝 , 𝑝∗)

𝑖

+ 𝜆
1

𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑔(𝑡 , 𝑡∗)

𝑖

 (5) 

where 𝐿  and 𝐿  are classification loss and regression loss respectively. 𝑖  is the subscript of 
anchors. 𝑝  represents the predicted probability that the i-th anchor, 𝑝∗ is a value according to the 
sample type, if the i-th anchor is a positive sample, 𝑝∗ = 1 ; else, 𝑝∗ = 0 .  𝑡  and 𝑡∗  denote the 
coordinates of the predicted bounding box and the ground-truth box respectively. 𝑁  and 𝑁  are 
the mini-batch size and the number of anchor locations, and λ is used to balance the weight of the 
loss. 

3.5. Classification and Regression 

First, the network generates candidate boxes on the feature maps through RPN, and then these 
candidate boxes from different scales are sent to the ROI pooling module [8] and mapped onto the 
feature maps with the corresponding scales. Moreover, a fixed-length feature vector is generated and 
a performed is then max pooling operation. Furthermore, perform a full-connect operation on this 
feature vector, use the Softmax layer to classify specific categories, and obtain the precise location of 
objects by regression. After the classification of each region is completed and the corresponding 
confidence level is obtained, the non-maximum value suppression (NMS) [34] is used to remove the 
overlapping boxes to generate the final target region. 

3.5.1. IoU Balanced Samples 
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Faster R-CNN uses step-by-step training. First, pre-trained model is used to initialize the 
network and train the RPN by end-to-end. Then candidate boxes generated by PRN are utilized to 
train fast R-CNN, and finally they are combined for fine-tuning training. In fast R-CNN training, the 
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [35] is employed to train the network and update related 
parameters. SGD mini-batch is randomly selected in the training set, and each mini-batch contains N 
images and B samples, that is B/N samples per image. If the intersection over union (IOU) values of 
these samples and ground-truth box are greater than 0.5, they are positive samples; and if the values 
between 0 and 0.5, they are negative samples. The negative samples that are easily identified as 
positive samples are difficult negative samples, which can be trained to improve the classification 
and regression performance of the network. This shows [10] that the overlap area of more than 60% 
of the difficult negative samples with their corresponding ground-truth box is greater than 0.05, and 
only 30% of such samples are selected by random sampling in the mini-batch, which makes the 
network training unbalanced. To solve this problem, we have introduced IOU balanced sampling 
[10]. 

In random sampling, the probability that each sample is selected is 

𝑃= 𝑁 𝑀⁄  (6)

where N represents the number of negative samples we need to select, and M indicates the 
corresponding candidate boxes. 

Because the sampling is random, so the selected samples are not uniform. To overcome this 
difficulty, the IOU balanced sampling divides the sampling interval into K intervals evenly according 
to values of the IOU, and N negative samples are evenly distributed to each interval. This ensures the 
uniformity of the samples, i.e., balanced sampling is achieved. The formula is as follows. 

𝑃 =
𝑁

𝐾
∙

1

𝑀𝐾
 (7) 

where 𝑀  represents the number of candidate boxes of the corresponding interval, and the default 
value of 𝐾 is 3. 

3.5.2. Loss Function 

Each region proposal used for training has a real category label and an accurate bounding box. 
In this paper, the multi-task loss function is used to jointly optimize the classification and the 
bounding box for training, which is defined as 

𝐿 , , , = 𝐿 (𝑝, 𝑢) + 𝜆[𝑢 ≥ 1]𝐿 (𝑡 , 𝑣) (8)

where 𝐿  and 𝐿  represent loss functions of classification and positioning respectively, and 𝑡  
denotes the regression result of category 𝑢 . 𝑝  and 𝑢  stands for the predicted box and the 
ground-truth box. 𝑣 is the targets of regression, and 𝜆 is used to adjust the weight of the loss. 

Usually, 𝜆 is adjusted directly to balance the classification and positioning of the two objective 
functions. This will unbalance the sample gradients and affect the training effect of the model. 
Therefore, a balanced L1 loss function is introduced. Inspired by smooth L1 loss [24], the positioning 
loss function is defined as follows: 

𝐿 = ∑ 𝐿 (𝑡 − 𝑣 )∈{ , , , }  (9)

where 𝐿  is the balanced L1 loss function. 
The following formula is defined according to the gradient relationship. 

𝐿 (𝑥)= 
(𝑏|𝑥| + 1) ln(𝑏|𝑥| + 1) − 𝛼|𝑥|            𝑖𝑓 |𝑥| < 1

𝛾|𝑥| + 𝐶                                                       𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 (10)

where 𝛼  is used to control the gradient of simple samples (Samples with small gradients). The 
smaller the 𝛼 is, the larger the gradient is. 𝛾 is utilized to adjust the upper limit of the regression 
error to help the objective function better balanced related tasks. 𝑏 is used to ensure that the values 
of the above formula are the same at 𝑥 = 1. 
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The relation of 𝛾, 𝛼 and 𝑏 is 

𝛼 ∙ 𝑙𝑛(𝑏 + 1)= 𝛾 (11)

Parameters are set to 𝛼 = 0.5 and 𝛾 = 1.5. 

3.5.3. The Strategy of Reducing False Alarm 

In this paper, non-maximum suppression (NMS) [34] is used to reduce false alarms, which is a 
process of searching local maximums. In the process of target detection, multiple candidate boxes are 
usually generated at the same target position, and they overlap each other. Therefore, we need to 
remove the redundant candidate boxes and keep the box that best matches the target position. After 
the network generates candidate boxes, it will calculate a confidence level for each one. We arrange 
the confidence levels from high to low, select the box with the highest confidence level, calculate the 
degree of overlap between it and other boxes, and delete the box whose IOU is greater than the 
threshold. The threshold can be set independently, which is usually 0.5. The box with the highest 
degree of confidence is selected to indicate that it is the box that we have preserved. Then, select the 
box with the highest confidence among the remaining candidate boxes and repeat the above 
operation. After repeating the operation several times, the candidate box that best matches the target 
is achieved. 

The simple sketch map of NMS is shown in Figure 7. In which, three candidate boxes have been 
generated for one target, and a confidence levels for them are 0.73 (green box), 0.78 (orange box), and 
0.90 (purple box) respectively. After the NMS operation, the candidate boxes with low confidence 
and overlap greater than the given IOU threshold will be removed, leaving the candidate box with a 
confidence of 0.9. The bridges to be detected in this paper are slender targets, and the overlap between 
targets is small. Therefore, the IOU threshold value selected in this paper is 0.1, that is, the candidate 
boxes with low confidence and overlap greater than 0.1 will be removed. 

 
Figure 7. The sketch map of NMS. 

3.6. The Implementation of Training 

The process of training for the proposed bridge detection network is as follows. 

In this paper, the proposed bridges detection network, MABN, is still trained step by step like 
faster R-CNN, using the ImageNet pre-trained model to initialize the network parameters. The 
details are as follows: 

Input: SAR datasets, containing all SAR images with the size of 500 × 500, and the 
corresponding labels. 

1: Utilize the pre-trained model to initialize the network and train the RPN by end-to-end. 
 Extract multi-resolution feature maps using ABFP network. 
 Perform end-to-end training of RPN through back propagation (BP) algorithm and stochastic 

gradient descent (SGD), calculate loss function, and generate candidate boxes. 
 Loss function: 

𝐿({𝑝 }, {𝑡 }) =
1

𝑁
𝐿 (𝑝 , 𝑝∗) + 𝜆

1

𝑁
𝑝∗𝐿 (𝑡 , 𝑡∗) 

where 𝐿  and 𝐿  are classification loss and regression loss respectively. 𝑖 is the subscript 
of anchors. 𝑃  represents the predicted probability of the i-th anchor, and 𝑝∗is a value according to 
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the sample type, if the i-th anchor is a positive sample, 𝑝∗ = 1; else, 𝑝∗ = 0. 𝑡  and 𝑡∗ denote the 
coordinates of the predicted bounding box and the ground-truth box respectively. 𝑁  and 𝑁  
are the mini-batch size and the number of anchor locations, and λ is used to balance the weight of 
the loss. 

2: Use the candidate box generated by PRN to train fast R-CNN. 
 Extract multi-resolution feature maps using ABFP network. 
 Map the candidate boxes to the multi-resolution feature map and obtain a fixed-length feature 

vector by the ROI Pooling layer. 
 Perform a full-connect operation on the fixed-length feature vector and put it into the 

classification and regression layers, calculate a multi-task loss function to optimize network 
parameters, and obtain a network model. 

Loss function: 
𝐿 , , , = 𝐿 (𝑝, 𝑢) + 𝜆[𝑢 ≥ 1]𝐿 (𝑡 , 𝑣) 

where 𝐿  and 𝐿  represent loss functions of classification and positioning respectively, and 𝑡  
denotes the regression result of category 𝑢 . 𝑝  and 𝑢  stand for the predicted box and the 
ground-truth box respectively. 𝑣 is the targets of regression, and 𝜆 is used to adjust the weight of 
the loss. 

3: The weight of the ABFP network is generated, and the steps of RPN training are simulated 
to fine-tune the unique layers of RPN. 

4: Ensure that parameters of the ABFP network and RPN weight are unchanged, and use the 
candidate boxes output from the previous step to imitate the training steps of fast R-CNN 
to adjust its unique layer. 

Output: The trained model by the proposed network for bridges detection. 

4. Experiments and Results 

4.1. The Data Used in this Paper 

In this paper, the data used in the experiments are 3-m resolution SAR images obtained by 
TerraSAR system and 1m-resolution SAR images from Gaofen-3 system. We also note they have been 
calibrated already. There are two large-scale scene images with sizes of 28,887 × 15,598 and 30,623 × 
14,804, which are acquired from the Dongtinghu and Foshan areas of China, respectively. In addition, 
there are several large-scale Gaofen-3 SAR images are utilized. We use PhotoShop tools to crop 1560 
bridge slices with size of 500 × 500 on two SAR images as samples, and use the LabelImg tool to label 
the bridges in the sample, which are divided into two categories: background and bridge. In this 
experiment, only bridges over water are labelled. Further, 80% of the pictures are selected as training 
samples and 20% of the pictures are used as verification samples. Figure 8 shows a part of SAR image 
and corresponding optical image of Foshan city. Here, we can see that there are many bridge targets. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 8. SAR image and the corresponding optical image of Foshan City. (a) SAR image; (b) 
corresponding optical image. 

4.2. Results and Analysis 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed network in this paper, we compared the detected 
results of bridges by the proposed algorithm with faster R-CNN and SSD. In this experiment, three 
indicators [36] are utilized to assess the detection performance of the network, namely, recall rate 
(RR), precision (P), and average accuracy (AP). RR represents the probability of each category being 
detected correctly; P denotes the probability of detected targets being correctly classified; AP is used 
to measure the overall performance of the network, which is the area of P (vertical axis) and RR 
(horizontal axis). Generally speaking, the classification performance is better if the AP value is higher. 
However, many false alarms can’t be reflected in RR and AP, so P is necessary. The equations of them 
are shown as follows. 

𝑅𝑅 =   (12)

𝑃 =   (13)

where 𝑇𝑃 denotes the number of targets correctly detected as category A, and 𝐹𝑃 is the number of 
false detections as class A. While 𝐹𝑁 indicates the number of missing targets for category A. 

The evaluation index of each network is shown in Table 1. As we can see from the comparison of 
the data in the table, faster R-CNN has the lowest precision and AP, especially P is very low (only 
0.1) though RR is high (0.92). It indicates that there are a large number of false alarms though many 
targets are detected, so the overall network performance for bridges detection is poor. SSD acquires 
the highest value in RR and higher value in AP and P than faster R-CNN, which denotes the overall 
performance has been improved compared to faster R-CNN. However, its P is still low (just 0.322), 
that’s because it still doesn’t solve the problem of many false alarms. The AP obtained by the 
proposed network is not much higher than SSD, and even the RR is slightly lower than SSD, but its 
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precision has been improved by 1.8 times than SSD. It indicates that the network proposed in this 
paper greatly reduces the false detection and false alarms that occurred in the previous two networks, 
and greatly improves the performance for bridge detection from SAR images. 

Table 1. The performance of bridges detection by different networks. 

Network RR P AP 
Faster-RCNN 0.920 0.100 0.750 

SSD 0.971 0.322 0.894 
Ours 0.917 0.877 0.896 

In this experiment, a part of TerraSAR image (Foshan City) with size of 17,000 × 10,500 and a 
SAR image from Gaofen-3 system are utilized to test the performance of the proposed network, which 
are not used in training and verification. Figure 9a shows the detected results of bridges by the 
proposed network for this part of SAR image from TerraSAR system. This indicates that all the 
bridges have been nearly detected, which are shown in the green boxes. There is a total of 75 bridges 
with different sizes in this large-scale image. Using the proposed network, 74 targets have been 
detected, of which 69 are bridges and 5 are non-bridge targets. Therefore, the RR and the P for bridges 
in this test are 92% and 93.24% respectively, and the false alarm rate is 6.76%. From which, we can 
see the proposed network can implement bridges detection with much high precision, and there are 
few false alarms and missed bridge targets. For further comparison of the detected results, two scenes 
with more concentrated bridges in Figure 9a are analyzed separately in detail (the two red boxes, 
which are correspondingly illustrated in Figure 9b and Figure 9c). 

 
Figure 9. The detected results of bridges.(a) the detected result of bridges for a large-scale SAR 

image. (b) the selected Scene 1. (c) the selected Scene 2. 

4.2.1. Analysis of Bridges Detection in Scene 1 for TerraSAR Image 

Figure 10 depicts the corresponding optical image and detected results of bridges from SAR 
images for Scene 1, which is a small area in Shunde District. According to Figure 10a, there are 20 
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bridge targets of different widths and lengths in total, which are marked by red rectangles. Several 
large-scale bridges are all located over the Desheng River, and there are 8 bridges over Meijiao River. 

Figure 10b shows the detected results of bridges by faster R-CNN. From which we can see most 
of the bridges have been detected, which are given with green boxes. However, there are also many 
false alarms, which are marked by yellow rectangles. There are mainly three types of false alarms. 
The first case is the non-bridge targets on the water are detected as bridges, such as ships (the areas 
marked by yellow rectangles with 1 and 2) and bridge-like linear targets (the yellow rectangle labeled 
3). The second case is that targets similar as bridges on land are mis-detected as bridges, such as the 
yellow rectangles labeled 4 and 5. The area labeled 4 is actually a ridge, maybe the amplitude of the 
image on its both sides is lower, so it is detected as a bridge. The third case is that a bridge is 
repeatedly detected by multiple boxes, such as the several other typical areas marked by yellow 
boxes. In addition to false alarms, there are several undetected bridges, such as three bridges marked 
by red rectangles. Furthermore, there is a bridge which is detected incompletely (marked by a blue 
rectangle). From the above analysis, it can be known that faster R-CNN network cannot distinguish 
the characteristics of different targets well from SAR images, which results in a weak capability for 
bridge detection. 

Figure 10c illustrates the bridges detection results by SSD. According to the result, we find nearly 
all the bridges are detected except two small bridges (marked by red rectangles). However, there are 
still many false alarms (marked by yellow rectangles), which are very different from the false alarms 
in the detected results generated by faster R-CNN. There is basically only one false alarm situation, 
that is, similar targets on land are detected as bridges, and there are no repeated detection and 
basically no false detections of targets on the water as bridges. In addition, there are no cases of 
detecting bridges incompletely. 

Figure 10d demonstrates the detected result of bridges by the proposed network in this paper. 
We find there is no false alarm in the result, but there is two more undetected bridges than SSD, and 
an incomplete detected result also appears. 
 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 10. The corresponding optical image and detected results of bridges by different networks for 
Scene 1.(a) the corresponding optical image of Scene 1. (b) the detected result of bridges by Faster R-
CNN. (c) the detected result of bridges by SSD. (d) the detected result of bridges by MABN. 

4.2.2. Analysis of Bridges Detection in Scene 2 for TerraSAR Image 

Figure 11 shows the corresponding optical image and detected bridges by faster R-CNN, SSD 
and the proposed network in this paper. Figure 11a is the optical image, in which we can see there 
are nine obvious large bridges, which are marked by red rectangles. For the two bridges marked by 
yellow rectangles, since they have been severely disconnected in the middle section, no detection is 
performed in this paper. 

Figure 11b is the detected result for bridges by faster R-CNN network. It can be seen that there 
are many false alarms in several yellow marked boxes, mainly the case where there are multiple 
repeated detection boxes for one target except the boxes labeled 1 and 2, which are detected as 
bridges, but are actually the edges of the ponds. We find there is an undetected bridge which is 
marked by a red rectangle. Although this bridge is very obvious in the optical image, it breaks a larger 
piece in the middle in the SAR image, so it is difficult to detect. Figure 11c illustrates the result 
generated by SSD. There are three false alarms (marked by yellow boxes) appearing in this result, of 
which two are edges of the pond, and the other one is the broken bridge. It also has not detected the 
bridge undetected by faster R-CNN. Figure 11d demonstrates the detected result of bridges by the 
proposed network in this paper. As can be seen from the figure, the network has detected all the 
bridges (except that broken bridge marked by red box), and there is no false alarm. Therefore, the 
proposed network in this paper can perform bridges detection very well. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 11. The corresponding Optical image and detected results of bridges by different networks for 
Scene 2. (a) the corresponding optical image of Scene 2. (b) the detected result of bridges by Faster R-
CNN. (c) the detected result of bridges by SSD. (d) the detected result of bridges by MABN. 

4.2.3. Analysis of Bridges Detection for Gaofen-3 Image 
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Figure 12 indicates the detection results of bridges for Gaofen-3 SAR image. Figure 12a is the 
ground truth of the bridges, in which the bridges are marked by red boxes. From which we can see 
the background of the bridges is complex, and the bridges are not long. Figure 12b shows the result 
of bridges generated by faster R-CNN. As shown in Figure 12b, there are three missed bridges 
(marked by yellow boxes), two false detections (marked by red boxes), and many overlapping boxes 
for multiple detections (marked by blue boxes). Figure 12c illustrates the detection results of SSD, in 
which there are three false detections (marked by red boxes) and five missed bridges (marked yellow 
boxes), but no multiple detections. Figure 12d gives the detections by MABN. We find that there are 
only two missed bridges (marked by yellow boxes), but there are no false detections and multiple 
detections. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 12. The detection results of bridges for Gaofen-3 image. (a) The ground truth of the bridges. 
(b) the detection results by Faster R-CNN. (c) the detection results by SSD. (d) the detection results by 
MABN. 

Through the analysis of the extracted bridge results of the above three scenarios, it can be known 
that both Faster R-CNN and SSD are prone to generate many false alarms, in which the same bridge 
has multiple detection boxes and similar targets are detected as bridges. While the network proposed 
in this paper (MABN) is basically free of false alarms. In addition, there are all missed detection for 
three networks, but MABN has the least. Furthermore, both faster R-CNN and MABN have 
incomplete bridge detection (in the first and second scenes), which does not occur in the SSD 
networks. Based on the above analysis, it is known that for bridges detection, the proposed network 
in this paper (MABN) has the best bridge detection performance, and the advantages are much 
obvious. 

5. Discussion 

In the paper, we propose a new deep learning network, MABN, which obtains the best 
performance for bridges detection from SAR images, compared with Faster R-CNN and SSD. Because 
we incur attention mechanism, which can extrac useful information about targets to be detected, and 
suppress irrelevant information. In addition, we introduce the Balanced Feature Pyramid (BFP), IOU 
balanced sampling, and improved L1 Loss function. BFP utilizes the integrated balanced semantic 
features with the same depth to enhance multi-level features. IOU balanced sampling greatly 
improves the selection probability of hard negative samples, thereby effectively enhances the 
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detection performance. The improved L1 Loss function promotes crucial gradients and balances the 
involved classification and accurate localization. All these incurred strategies highly increase the 
precision of bridges detection. 

However, we also note there are still missed detections in MABN, although it has few false 
alarms and no multiple detections. This indicates the performance of bridge detection should be 
improved further to reduce the missed detection rate, which will be considered in our following 
research. In addition, bridge detection from SAR images with different bands and different 
resolutions will also play a pivotal role in our further research with the utilization of transfer learning. 

6. Conclusion 

To accomplish end-to-end bridge detection with high precision from SAR images, a new deep 
learning network, MABN, is proposed. The network integrates ResNeXt, balanced feature pyramid, 
RPN and attention mechanism. It mainly contains three parts, namely, the proposed ABFP network, 
RPN, and the classification and regression module. The ABFP network includes the ResNeXt, and 
the fused structure of balanced feature pyramid (BFP) and attention mechanism (AM). In this part, 
feature maps with different resolutions are generated by the ResNeXt at first, and then they are 
inputted into the fused structure to further extract the essential features with different levels, in which 
the information from different resolutions and different channels are handled. Moreover, these more 
distinctive features are processed by the RPN to produce candidate boxes at different levels for 
bridges. After that, classification and regression are performed on these candidate boxes to generate 
final detected results for bridges, in which, NMS are employed to enhance the detection precision. 
Furthermore, IOU balanced sampling and balanced L1 loss functions are introduced for balancing 
the training of classification and regression network. 

Compared with faster R-CNN and SSD in the experiment with TerraSAR and Gaofen-3 images, 
the proposed network in this paper presents much better performance in bridges detection with 
complex background. It can reach 0.877 in P and 0.896 in AP, which are the highest of the three 
networks. The precision in P for Faster R-CNN and SSD are only 0.1 and 0.322, respectively, because 
there are too many false alarms in their detection results. The RR of the proposed network is a little 
bit lower than SSD, but it contains very few false alarms. Therefore, the proposed new deep learning 
network implement satisfactory bridge detection from SAR images. In addition, this network can also 
be extended to perform detection of the other transportation facilities. 
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